
Scalable Test Automation using 
DCqaf framework for a leading 
US plus-size Fashion Retailer

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.



Our client is a leading American plus-size apparel and home 
goods company based in New York City. For more than 100 
years, they have been serving plus-size men and women seeking 
clothing tailored to their individual needs. 

Our client used linear automation testing which was not scalable. 
As a leading brand with a huge customer base in the country, 
they needed support to run their site in 13 different browsers, in 
multiple devices. They had a budget constraint and were facing 
issues in expanding their infrastructure. Data loss became a common 
occurrence due to daily data repetition. They were handling 
a complex application which needed an efficient automation 
framework. Continuous integration with certain tools like Jenkins and 
Jira became a major challenge. 

OUR CLIENT

CHALLENGES



After a thorough analysis of their system, DCqaf testing framework 
was suggested and implemented to support parallel execution in 
multiple environments without additional cost.

 DCqaf framework was tailored to the client’s needs and 
integrated to their Jira, TestRail instances and BM automation 
framework

 Test scripting was in parallel with code development and 
completed by code freeze

 SauceLabs cloud environment (including mobile browsers for 
Android & iOS) was used during intense testing in addition to 
local browsers 

 Data-driven approach was followed so that data/catalog reload 
can be handled without refactoring the scripts by manual 
testers

 The Automated smoke suite was used for verifying the build 
deployment in QA environment

 New test data was identified and configured in the BM site 
using BM automation script

SOLUTION



TECHNOLOGY 
SNAPSHOT Technology: 

Tools: 

Platform:

Languages: 

DCqaf for Test Automation

Selenium, Jenkins, SauceLabs

Windows, MAC, iOS, and 

Android (Simulators & Real 

devices)

Java

With an advanced framework like DCqaf, which supports 
components that can be reused in Salesforce Commerce 
Cloud, the automation process was kick-started without 
any framework modification requirements. 

 A single test script worked on all 3 platforms - desktop, 
mobile & tablet

 Using DCqaf automation framework, 30% of the automation 
efforts were saved 

 Test duration was brought down from 50 person days to 18 
person days

 The number of resources required for the process halved, 
from 8 to 4

 Deployment of smoke suite helped in early bug identification 
in the system

 25% of the bugs were identified at an early stage as 
scripting

RESULT



Our client is now facilitated with an enhanced automation framework 

in which they can script additional test cases seamlessly and also 

re-use the existing scripts for the other brands in future. In addition, 

automation can be deployed at any time for build deployments and 

regressions with reduced manual effort.

 Entire automation regression suite was executed for all 
brands and 13 browser combinations before code freeze 
stage without any bugs

 Projected cost savings of $150,000 for 1 year with 24 sprint 
cycles for 1 site

 Easy build deployment without much risk was made possible 
since tests can run independently or in parallel for various 
features

FUTURE IMPACT

Details

Release 1
Release 7 with 

Automation

Manual 
only 

Manual 
66% 

Automated

Test cases executed - Count 650 220 430

Configurations covered - 1 Desktop, 
Tablet and 1 Mobile 

3 3 3

Verification points covered 8450 2860 5160

Test execution effort in Person days 
with 1 resource

50 17 1

Resources utilized - Count 8 4 1

Test schedule - Actual days 
consumed in a sprint

6 4 1



Aspire System is a global technology services firm serving as a trusted 
technology partner for our customers. We work with some of the world’s 
most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping 
them leverage technology and outsourcing in our specific areas of 
expertise. Our core philosophy of “Attention. Always.” communicates our 
belief in lavishing care and attention on our customer and employees.

ABOUT ASPIRE

www.aspiresys.com
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